Prime in Integrity, Reliability, and Service

Our Name Says it All
www.primex.us

We are a fourth generation grower, processor and international
trader and exporter of nuts and dried fruits and are celebrating
our 30th anniversary this year. We are vertically integrated in
Pistachios, and we own and farm over 5,000 acres of Pistachio orchards in California. We have a
state of the art Pistachio processing plant to process our nuts as well as those of our partner
growers. Our trading company markets the Pistachios alongside other nuts & dried fruits including
Almonds, Walnuts, Hazelnuts, Pecans, Cashews and Raisins.
Primex International Trading Corporation was established in 1989 in Los Angeles, California.
Our mission is to provide unbiased timely market information, reliable contracts, with the highest
level of integrity, quality and service. Every year, Primex ships millions of pounds of products
globally. We take pride in bringing valuable and relevant facts as well as unbiased analysis to
customers and suppliers, to assist them in making informed decisions.
Our affiliate office, Primex Trading GmbH, established in 1996 in Hamburg, Germany, has offices
in Italy, Croatia and Spain. Here at Primex, we speak over 19 languages, which allow us to have
an intimate connection globally, staying abreast of market conditions and trends.
In 2002, our pistachio processing facility, Primex Farms was built in San
Joaquin Valley, California, with the newest modular and stream lined
concepts in plant design, allowing ample room for expansion. We
started with a capacity of 15 million pounds and had since expanded in
2007 and 2012. We were the first in the industry to incorporate an
environmentally "green" concept of recycling solid and wastewater,
making it efficient, clean and environmentally friendly. In 2010, Primex Farms became the first
pistachio processor to go Solar, generating 1.7 Megawatt annually covering 65% of our needs. We
are expanding again to reach 140 million pounds capacity at the end of our third expansion by Sep
2020.
We are committed to the highest standards in flavor, food safety and quality and have established
an onsite HACCP program certification, attained USDA accreditation for Aflatoxin Analysis in
Pistachios and Almonds and ISO 17025 alongside other quality control programs. We have an
onsite independent laboratory providing service to other tree nut processing plants. In 2015, we
were awarded with the 2014-2015 Pinnacle Club Plant of the Year by DFA of California, recognizing
our commitment to food safety and overall excellence.
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